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1.  Introduction 
 
 
 
1.1. The immune system 

 
Eukaryotes are constantly exposed to the threat of microbial species including viruses, 

bacteria, and parasites. In mammals, the protection against invading pathogens is 

mediated by two different immune systems: the evolutionarily conserved innate 

immune system, which is essential for the first line of host defense, and the acquired 

immune system, which is critical for immunological memory (1). 

 
1.1.1. The innate immune system 

 
Innate immunity coevolved with microbes to protect all multicellular organisms from 

infections. Some components of the mammalian innate immune system are remarkably 

similar to components in plants and insects, suggesting that these appeared in common 

ancestors long ago in evolution. Most of the mechanisms of innate immune defense 

appeared very early in evolution, after the development of complex multicultural 

organisms, about 750 million years ago (1, 2). In mammals, innate immunity uses a 

variety of induced effector mechanisms to clear an infection or, failing that, keep it in 

check until the pathogen can be recognized by the adaptive immune system. Different 

mechanisms work at different stages of infection: epithelial barriers impair microbial 

entry into the host, resident and recruited phagocytes in sub epithelial and other tissues 

provide protection if the barriers are breached, and a system of plasma proteins known 

as the complement system and, circulating phagocytes provide protection if microbes 

reach the blood stream (1-4). Innate immunity discriminates self and non-self by a 

limited number of molecules called pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that respond 

to evolutionarily conserved molecular signatures of microbes, parasites and viruses, 

known as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) that are often essential for 

their survival. Many cell types, including hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cells, 

express PRRs and respond to PAMPs presence by engaging downstream signaling 

pathways. Among the different classes of PRRs are the C-type lectins and scavenger 

receptors, which mainly participate in the uptake of microbes into phagocytes and 

dendritic cells (DCs) through the process of phagocytosis. Other important class of PRRs 
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is the Toll-like receptors (TLRs) whose activation triggers intracellular signaling 

pathways leading to the expression of a variety of genes involved in inflammatory 

responses and enhance killing of microbes (1, 2, 5). TLRs link innate and adaptive 

immunity by up-regulating the ability of accessory cells to generate immune responses 

mediated by T and B lymphocytes (3).  

Phagocytes constitute the first line of microbial defense and they function by sensing the 

presence of different types of infectious agents through PRRs and high-affinity receptors 

for certain opsonins, including antibody molecules, complement proteins, and plasma 

lectins. After recognition, microbes are internalized into phagosomes, which fuse with 

lysosomes to form phagolysosomes, where the microbes are killed by reactive oxygen 

and nitrogen species and proteolytic enzymes. Peptides generated from microbial 

proteins are presented to T lymphocytes to initiate adaptive immune response. In 

addition to killing phagocytosed microbes, activated macrophages produce cytokines 

such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), Interleukin-1 (IL-1) and Interleukin-6 (IL-

6) and chemokines that enhance the inflammatory reactions to microbes and bring in 

more leukocytes (neutrophils, macrophages and NK T lymphocytes) and plasma 

proteins to the site of infection (1, 2, 6). Innate phase of immunity is rapidly 

supplemented by an adaptive response characterized by the activities of pathogen-

specific B and T cells. The key cellular players in translating innate information into 

adaptive immunity are the members of the DC family. DCs recognize pathogen infection 

via PRRs, undergo a profound phenotypic and functional transformation (DC activation) 

to become immunogenic antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and instruct acquired immune 

cells by presenting antigens as well as by expression of co-stimulatory molecules and 

cytokines (1, 2, 4, 5).  

 

1.1.2. The adaptive immune system 
  
An adaptive immune response is induced when an infection overwhelms innate defense 

mechanisms. Lymphocytes are the key components of adapted immunity as they focus 

immune defense in an antigen-specific manner using highly specific antigen receptors. 

An adaptive immune response involves the selection and amplification of clones of 

lymphocytes bearing receptors that recognize the foreigner antigen. There are two types 

of lymphocytes: B lymphocytes (B cells), and T lymphocytes (T cells). Both B and T 

lymphocytes develop from bone marrow stem cells and mature in the generative 
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lymphoid organs (bone marrow and thymus for B and T cells respectively). Once they 

have completed maturation, both types of lymphocyte enter to the bloodstream as 

mature naive lymphocytes. They circulate through the peripheral lymphoid (lymph 

nodes, spleen, and mucosal lymphoid tissues), in which an adaptive immune response is 

initiated if a lymphocyte meets its corresponding antigen. Each lymphocyte carries cell-

surface receptors of a single antigen specificity that are generated by the random 

recombination of variable receptor gene segments during the early stages of the 

development. B-cell receptor (BCR) is called immunoglobulin and is made both as a 

membrane-bound receptor and as secreted antibody. T-cell receptor (TCR), in contrast, 

is made only as cell-surface receptor. During B lymphocyte maturation, immature B cells 

that express high-affinity antigen receptors specific for self-antigens present in the bone 

marrow are induced to edit their receptor genes or these cells are eliminated. On the 

other hand, during T lymphocyte maturation, immature T cells undergo proliferation, 

rearrangement of TCR genes, and surface expression of CD3, TCR, CD4, and CD8 

molecules that after a positive selection results in the matching of TCRs that recognize 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I with CD8 expression and TCRs that 

recognize MHC class II with CD4 expression. Three signals are required for T-cell 

activation. The first signal, which gives specificity to the immune response, is provided 

by the interaction of antigenic peptide-MHC complex with the T cell receptor (TCR). The 

second, antigen-independent co-stimulatory signal is delivered to T cell by APCs to 

promote T cell clonal expansion, cytokine production, and effector function. Finally, 

cytokines that control differentiation into different types of effector cells deliver the 

third signal. In order to provide a mechanism for turning off T cell activation, co-

inhibitory receptors (immune checkpoints) are induced by TCR stimulation and 

costimulation and subsequently transduce feedback signals that dampen the ascending 

co-stimulatory signals. Therefore, the net outcome of TCR stimulation is modified by 

both co-stimulatory and co-inhibitory receptors. Both sets of receptors are expressed by 

all T cell subsets, thereby helping to shape the overall immune response (7-11).  

There are two types of adaptive immune response: Humoral immunity, mediated by B 

lymphocytes and cell-mediated immunity, conducted by T lymphocytes. Activation of 

naive B cells is triggered by antigen and usually requires helper T cells (TH) such as the T 

follicular helper (TFH). After antigen binds to BCR, B lymphocyte proliferates and 

differentiates into plasma cell that is the effector form of B lymphocyte and produce 
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antibodies (immunoglobulins) which are the secreted form of the BCR. Antibodies cause 

the destruction of extracellular microorganisms and prevent the spread of intracellular 

infections. On the other hand, after activation, CD8 T cells all differentiate into cytotoxic 

T cells (CTLs) that kill cells that are infected with intracellular pathogens, especially 

viruses. In contrast with CD8 T cells, CD4 T cells differentiate into several subsets of 

effector T cells called helper T cells (TH) (TH1, TH2, TH17, TH22) which provide essential 

additional signals that influence the behavior and activity of other cells; and regulatory T 

cells (Tregs) which suppress the activity of other lymphocytes. During the course of an 

immune response, some of B and T cells activated by antigen differentiate into memory 

cells, the lymphocytes that are responsible for the long-lasting immunity that can follow 

exposure to disease or vaccination (1, 2, 4).    

 
 

1.2. Inhibitory pathways 
 
In chronic infections and cancer, T cells are exposed to persistent antigen and /or 

inflammation that leading to an altered deterioration state of their function termed 

“exhaustion”.  Exhausted T cells are functionally characterized by a loss of IL-2 

production, reduced proliferative and cytotoxic capacity, an impaired production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and, altered expression and use of key transcription factors. 

However the major hallmark of T-cell exhaustion is the sustained upregulation and co-

expression of multiple checkpoints (9, 12-14).  Exhausted T cells were first identified in 

the context of chronic viral infection in mice by lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus 

(LCMV); however T cells with a similar phenotype were later identified in humans 

during viral infections such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis C 

virus (HCV), as well as in the tumor microenvironment (9, 14). Recently, T-cell 

exhaustion and increased expression of immune checkpoints on T cells has been 

observed in mice and humans infected with parasites such as Schistosoma, Leishmania, 

Plasmodium and Toxoplasma (9).  Exhausted T cells are not inert. These cells retain 

suboptimal but crucial functions that limit ongoing pathogen replication or tumor 

progression. Several studies have suggested that blockade of immune checkpoints 

overexpressed in the context of chronic infection may lead to a reversion of T cell-

dysfunction and reinvigorate immune responses (9, 14).  

Several families of inhibitory receptors (immune checkpoints) and their ligands have 

been found to be important in negatively regulating responses of T cells and other 
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leukocytes during persisting infection. These include the immunoglobulin (Ig)-

superfamily with molecules often related to CD28, and receptors and ligands in the 

tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor superfamily (Fig. 1) (12). Nowadays, there is 

evidence that parasites enhance the expression of immune checkpoints and their ligands 

to limit host-protective antigen-specific immune responses, suggesting that their 

blockade would have the potential to enhance antiparasitic immune response (9).  

 

 

 

Fig. 1:  Molecular pathways of inhibitory receptors associated with T cell exhaustion. Ligand 
and receptor pairs for inhibitory pathways are despicted, showing the intracellular domains of 
receptors that contribute to T cell exhaustion. The molecular mechannisms of inhibitory receptor 
signalling are also illustrated. Cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), programmed cell death 
protein 1 (PD-1), lymphocyte activation gene 3 protein (LAG3), T cell immunoglobulin and mucin 
domain-containing protein 3 (TIM3), B and T lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA), CD160, 2B4, and T 
cell immunoreceptor with immunoglobulin and ITIM domains (TIGIT). Source: Wherry et al., 2015 
(14). 

 
 

1.2.1. BTLA:HVEM 
 
B- and T-cell lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA) is a member of the Ig superfamily (IgSF) 

receptors, sharing a homology with PD-1 and CTLA-4. BTLA contains a single C-type Ig 

domain and two immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs (ITIM) in the 

cytoplasmic tail. BTLA is constitutively expressed on most hematopoietic cells, including 
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T cells (especially TH1), B cells, NK cells, DCs, and endothelial cells with the highest 

levels present on B cells. The relatively low levels of BTLA on naive CD4 T cells increase 

substantially after activation. Tregs express little BTLA, whereas anergic CD4 T cells 

have the highest expression. Human herpesvirus entry mediator (HVEM) is a member of 

the tumor necrosis factor superfamily (TNFSF) receptors and is the known ligand of 

BTLA. The BTLA-HVEM interaction is the first demonstration of crosstalk between IgSF 

and TNFSF receptors. HVEM is widely expressed, and T cells, B cells and DCs, and all 

other types of cells within the lymphoid tissue can express HVEM. Its expression on 

naive T cells is high and decreases at an early activation stage, but is upregulated at the 

late activation stage (15-17). Crosslinking of BTLA with HVEM results in the 

phosphorylation of ITIM motif in the cytoplasmic region of BTLA followed by 

subsequent recruitment of phosphatases SHP-1 and SHP-2, and Akt suppression, this 

response reduces TCR signaling and eventually diminishes T cell activation (9, 16-19). 

HVEM not only binds to BTLA but also to CD160, lymphotoxin α (LTα), and LIGHT 

[lymphotoxin-like, exhibits inducible expression, and competes with herpes simplex 

virus glycoprotein D (gD) for binding to HVEM, a receptor expressed by T lymphocytes] 

(9, 16, 17). The binding of HVEM to CD160 and BTLA on T cells delivers a co-inhibitory 

signal to T-cell activation, while the biding of HVEM to LTα and LIGHT stimulates host 

immune responses. Thus, HVEM serves as a bimolecular switch to regulate the host 

immune response depending on which ligand it engages (15).  

 
1.2.2. PD-1:PD-L1/PD-L2 

 
Programmed cell death 1 (PD-1 or CD279) was originally identified as an inducible T-

cell surface receptor during programmed cell death. PD-1 shares structural similarity 

with CD28, as a member of the IgSF receptors, with an extracellular single 

immunoglobulin domain and two intracellular tyrosine kinase motifs: an ITIM as well as 

an immunoreceptor tyrosine-based switch motif (ITSM) (10, 16). PD-1 can be expressed 

on T cells, B cells, NK T cells, activated monocytes, and DCs. Naive T cells, in particular, 

do not express PD-1 but can do so following activation (9, 10, 12, 16, 17). There are two 

surface molecules reported as ligands of PD-1: programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1, 

CD274, or B7-H1) and programmed cell death ligand 2 (PD-L2, CD273, or B7-DC). PD-L1 

and PD-L2 are both structurally similar to B7 ligands, consisting of both IgV- and IgC-like 

extracellular domains and a short intracellular domain. PD-L1 is broadly expressed on 
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both hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cells. PD-L1 is constitutively expressed in 

mouse T and B cells, DCs, macrophages, NK cells, and bone marrow-derived mast cells, 

and its levels increase after activation. The expression of PD-L2 is restricted to 

hematopoietic cells. PD-L2 is inducibly expressed on professional APCs such as DCs, 

macrophages, and bone marrow-derived mast cells (9, 10, 12, 16, 17). In addition, 

subsequent studies have shown that PD-L1 also binds to B7-1 ligand leading to 

bidirectional inhibitory responses in T cells (9, 16, 20). Upon binding to its ligands, ITSM 

in the cytoplasmic domain of PD-1 is phosphorylated and recruits the phosphatases 

SHP-1 and SHP-2. These phosphatases act inhibiting PI3K and the subsequent 

phosphorylation and activation of protein kinase B (Akt), reducing the TCR signal and 

leading to diminished T-cell activation and cytokine production (9, 10, 14, 16, 17). 

Signaling through PD-1:PD-L1/PD-L2 exerts inhibitory effects in multiple ways: 

inhibition of cytokine production including IFN-γ, TNF-α and IL-2; blockade of T cell 

differentiation and proliferation; and inhibition of cell survival through suppression of 

Bcl-xL with greater inhibition at low levels of TCR stimulation (10, 16). The PD-1 

inhibitory pathway is known to regulate immune responses to self-antigens (10, 21). 

PD-1 mainly exerts its inhibitory effect on T cells in the periphery where T cells 

encounter PD-1 ligands (9, 16, 17). Several studies have confirmed the importance of 

PD-1 in settings of persisting viral, bacterial, and parasitic infections including 

prominent roles in HCV, HBV, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, malaria, and many others (9, 

10, 12, 16). 

 
1.2.3. LAG-3:MHC class II 

 
Lymphocyte activation gene 3 protein (LAG-3) is a homolog of CD4 likely arising from a 

gene duplication, and the two molecules share considerable structural similarity. LAG-3 

binds to MHC class II with higher affinity than CD4+, thereby compromising CD4+ T-cell 

activation (9, 12). However, LAG-3 expression is also associated with impairment of 

CD8+ and NK-cell function, suggesting that there may be additional LAG-3 ligands (9). 

LAG-3 expression often is found on exhausted T cells in HBV, HCV, and HIV (12).  

 
1.2.4. TIM-3:Gal-9 

 
T-cell immunoglobulin-3 (TIM-3) is a large transmembrane inhibitory receptor that 

contains an N-terminal Ig domain as well as a mucin domain that is highly glycosylated 
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(12). It was identified as a molecule expressed in IFN-γ-producing CD4 T helper type 1 

(TH1) and in CD8 cytotoxic T cells, but not naive T cells. TIM-3 can also be expressed by 

NK cells, and myeloid cells, such as DCs and monocytes. Its counter-receptor, Galectin-9, 

is a soluble S-type lectin, widely expressed on immune and non-immune cells and up-

regulated upon IFN-γ stimulation. Galectin-9 binds to IgV domain of TIM-3, inducing 

phosphorylation of interleukin inducible T-cell kinase (ITK), leading to apoptosis (9, 16). 

Binding of TIM-3 to high mobility group box 1, a marker of immunogenic cell death that 

triggers innate cell responses by binding to pattern recognition receptors, prevent 

innate cell activation (9). TIM-3 also binds in cis to carcinoembryonic antigen cell 

adhesion molecule 1 (CEACAM1) and this molecule facilitates the suppressive function 

of TIM-3 (12). Multiple reports have shown that TIM-3 blockade results in abrogation of 

peripheral tolerance (16). Lastly, TIM-3 is reported to be expressed by ‘‘exhausted’’ T 

cells in chronic viral infections in mice, HCV, HBC and HIV in humans, playing a central 

role in the impairment of effector activities (12, 16). 

 
1.2.5. 2B4:CD48 

 
2B4 (CD244) is a member of the CD2 subset of the IgSF receptors. In mice, 2B4 is found 

on all NK cells, activated CD8+ T cells (12, 22), subsets of γδ+ T cells, monocytes, mast 

cells, as well as on a subset of memory –like CD8+ T cells. In humans, is expressed on NK 

cells and γδ+ T cells, ~50% of CD8+ T cells, and on subsets of basophils, monocytes, and 

eosinophils. In addition, T cells have been shown to acquire 2B4 expression under 

certain activating conditions. 2B4 expression is also upregulated on antigen-specific CD8 

T cells in chronic HBV, EBV, and HIV, as well as in mouse models of chronic infection 

(12), and has been found on a large proportion of effector/memory CD4+ T cell in CMV-

infected individuals (22). In both mice and humans, 2B4 binds to CD48, which is broadly 

expressed on hematopoietic cells (12, 22). At least in the mouse, 2B4 does not appear to 

bind any other molecule than CD48. CD48 expression is upregulated upon viral infection 

and by stimulation of IFN-αβ and IFN-γ (22). 2B4 contains four cytoplasmic ITSM motifs. 

2B4-CD48 interactions might deliver negative signals via 2B4 directly, however, this 

direct signaling by 2B4 can be either co-stimulatory or inhibitory depending on which 

ITSM is phosphorylated (12). 

 
 

1.3. Trypanosoma cruzi and Chagas disease 
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One hallmark of most parasitic infections is that the great majority of individuals are 

able to trigger innate immunity and elicit an activated T-cell response during the acute 

infection, leading to the control of the parasite and establishment of a chronic infection. 

Interestingly, while many individuals develop severe forms of parasitic diseases once 

infection progresses to the chronic phase, most patients develop relatively mild forms, 

allowing for host-parasite coexistence. One such example is observed upon human 

infection with the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi), which leads to 

Chagas disease (23). 

 
1.3.1. Chagas disease (Human american trypanosomiasis) 

 
Chagas disease, also called Human American trypanosomiasis, was named after the 

Brazilian medical doctor Carlos Chagas, who discovered the disease in 1909 during a 

campaign to fight malaria in Brazil. Carlos Chagas identified, associated with diseased 

individuals living in poor dwellings, a triatomine blood-sucking insect. He found in the 

intestine of the bug flagellated parasites, which he named Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi). 

He also found T. cruzi parasites in the blood of sick people, and soon correlated the 

parasitemia (level of parasites in the blood) with some symptoms of the disease, such as 

fever, anemia, lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly and a cardiac form of the disease (24). 

Recent molecular studies suggest that the ancestor of T. cruzi may have been introduced 

to South America approximately 7–10 million years ago and the oldest record of human 

infection dates from 9,000 years ago (25). T. cruzi is responsible for the infection of ~ 20 

million individuals infected worldwide. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

estimates that about 100 million people are at risk of becoming infected, with 56,000 

new cases per year for all forms of transmission, causing   12,000 deaths per year (Fig. 

2) (26, 27). In endemic zones, the contact with feces from infected hematophagous 

vectors belongs to Triatominae subfamily is the main route of transmission, however 

other mechanisms has been described such as blood transfusion, organs transplantation, 

congenital, laboratory accidents and recently reported, oral transmission through food 

and drink contaminated with infected vector feces (24, 27). Chagas disease is being 

transmitted beyond its endemic presence in Latin America. Usually through vector 

migration occurring through population movement, travel, and trade, Chagas disease 

has spread to areas where it is not endemic, including high-income countries such as 

Australia, Canada, Europe, Japan, and the United State; thus, transmission by blood and 
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organ transplantation are becoming a new threat for T. cruzi infection as well as the 

presence of native vectors that may support the transmission of infection in these non-

endemic regions. The pathogenesis of Chagas disease remains largely unknown, and 

there are still no effective vaccines to prevent chronic infection (13, 20, 24, 28). Two 

nitroaromatic heterocyclic compounds, nifurtimox and benznidazole are available as 

treatment for T. cruzi infection; however, they present several limitations because of 

their toxicity and side effects related to gastrointestinal and neurologic involvement 

(29). 

 

 

    
 
Fig. 2:  The global distribution of cases of Chagas disease, based on official estimates, 2006-
2010.  Global migration has led to an increasing incidence of Chagas disease across the world within 
regions previously thought to be noendemic for infection. The spread of Chagas disease throughout 
these areas may be problematic due to the presence of native vectors that may support transmission 
of infection. Source: Perez et al., 2015 (20). 

 
 

1.3.2. Chagas disease – Clinical evolution 
 
Individuals infected with T. cruzi undergo a short acute phase, characterized by high 

numbers of parasites in the bloodstream and tissues (28). Acute-phase symptoms are 

generally mild, but immunosuppressed patients and children can develop a more severe 

form of infection, with cardiac involvement and encephalomyelitis (30). Specific therapy 

is successful in about 70% of the individuals diagnosed shortly after infection, but often 
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associated with toxic side effects. If infection is not treated, roughly 5% of individuals 

die of acute myocarditis, but most individuals progress to the chronic phase, which is 

accompanied by subpatent levels of parasitemia. Approximately 60–70% of the chronic 

patients develop the indeterminate form of Chagas disease and show no clinical 

symptoms associated with the infection, which is only identified following specific 

laboratory tests. After a lag period of anywhere from 10 to 30 years — known as the 

indeterminate form of Chagas disease— a proportion of patients may develop the 

symptomatic forms of Chagas disease, which can include cardiomyopathy, heart failure 

and digestive-tract abnormalities such as megacolon and megaesophagus. The cardiac 

and digestive-system involvement can vary from mild to severe, depending on the extent 

of tissue damage, and these symptoms generally determine the morbidity of the disease. 

The cardiac clinical form is characterized by conductive and/or contractile disruptions 

in the heart accompanied by high morbidity and mortality (Fig. 3) (28, 30). 

 

   

                 

     
 
Fig. 3:  Clinical evolution of human Chagas disease. Upon infection with T. cruzi, individuals 
undergo an acute phase characterized by high parasitemia. As infection is detected, treatment is 
offered to the patients and about 75% of the treated acute patients are cured. In the case that disease 
is not cured (or detected early on), patients will enter the chronic phase of disease. The transition 
from acute to chronic phase is accompanied by a marked decrease in parasitemia, as a result of the 
host’s immune response. Most patients within the chronic phase are asymptomatic, classified as 
indeterminate. However, a significant percentage of the patients become symptomatic and develop 
pathology associated to cardiac or digestive tissues, which may lead to death. Graph modified from 
Dutra et al., 2009 (31). 
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1.3.3. Life cycle of Trypanosoma cruzi 
 
T. cruzi is known to infect eight different mammalian orders including humans and it is 

transmitted by insect vectors of the Reduviidae family and the subfamily of Triatomines. 

Around 100 different triatomine species are susceptible to infection with the T. cruzi 

parasite but the principal vector specie has been Triatoma infestans. T. cruzi has 

different developmental stages in its life cycle: Epimastigotes are the form stage that 

proliferates by cell division in the stomach of the triatomine bugs, they migrate to the 

distal part of the bug’s intestine, and by a process called metacyclogenesis, they 

transform into metacyclic trypomastigotes, the infective form for the vertebrate host 

(24).  

In natural infection, metacyclic trypomastigotes are released in the feces or urine of 

infected hematophagous vectors after a blood meal and invade the host through skin 

lesions or intact mucosa. Once inside, the parasite rapidly infects a wide variety of 

nucleated mammalian cells including macrophages, smooth and striated muscle cells 

and fibroblast. After cell invasion, the trypomastigotes are contained within a structure 

known as a parasitophorous vacuole, from which they subsequently escape, differentiate 

into amastigotes and replicate free in the cytosol. After nine cycles of binary division, 

amastigotes differentiate back into the highly motile trypomastigotes which are released 

upon host-cell membrane rupture and infect neighboring cells or enter the bloodstream 

disseminates systemically infecting various cell types with a particular tropism for 

cardiac, skeletal and smooth muscle cells. Finally, the vector are infected by ingesting 

trypomastigotes in the blood from infected hosts, thus completing the T. cruzi life cycle 

(Fig. 4) (24, 25). 
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Fig. 4:  Life cycle of Trypanosoma cruzi. Infective metacyclic trypomastigotes are deposited on 
human skin when the reduviid bug takes a blood meal. Trypomastigotes enter the body when the 
feces are either rubbed into the bite wound or the eye. Trypomastigotes invade cells, where they 
reproduce asexually as amastigotes. After division, amastigotes differentiate back into the highly 
motile trypomastigotes. The cell dies and trypomastigotes are released. Some will infect other cells 
and continue the amastigote reproductive cycle, while others will circulate in the blood, where they 
develop into no dividing trypomastigotes. The vector ingests the circulating parasites during a blood 
meal. The trypomastigotes travel to the bug’s gut, where they transform into epimastigotes and 
undergo asexual reproduction by binary fission. From here, the parasites travel to the hindgut, where 
they develop into metacyclic trypomastigotes and migrate to the rectum, ready to be excreted. 
Pictures represent the main features for acute and chronic phase. Source: 
http://www.who.int/tdr/diseases/Chagas/lifecycle.htm. (27). 

 
 

1.3.4. The immune response against Trypanosoma cruzi and pathology 
 
T. cruzi induces a complex immune response that involves both innate and adaptive 

immune responses in its control. A critical event during the infection is innate immune 

response, in which the macrophage’s role is vital. After the infection, T. cruzi relies on an 

arsenal of polymorphic glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)- anchored surface proteins to 

attach and invades the macrophage, leading to the formation of the parasitophorous 

vacuole. After lysosomes are fused to the parasitophorous vacuole, parasite survival is 

mediated by a complex network of antioxidant enzymes, such as peroxidases and 
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superoxide dismutases (SODs), that shield it from reactive oxygen and nitrogen species 

and allow it to escape from phagosome into the cytoplasm, where is differentiate into 

the replicative amastigote forms. After several rounds of duplication, amastigotes 

differentiate into infective bloodstream trypomastigotes, which are released upon the 

rupture of the host cell membrane and infect neighboring cells or enter the bloodstream. 

Once the trypomastigotes reach the bloodstream, the parasite circumvents complement-

mediated lysis and opsonization with aid of surface proteins that disrupt the initial 

attachment of mediators from classical, alternative, and lectin complement pathways 

and dismantle the C3 convertase, a key step in all three pathways. Thus, parasite is 

allowed to disseminate towards many tissues during the acute phase. During the initial 

phase of infection, the parasite elicits polyclonal B cell activation and 

hypergammaglobulinemia based on parasite-derived B cell mitogens. The antibodies 

produced by these cells are not parasite specific and are inefficient in controlling 

infection. With the stimulation of innate receptors such as TLRs 7 and 9, followed by 

proinflammatory cytokines production, a TH1-focused immune response is established 

(25). 

     

It is known that T cell-mediated immune responses, mainly TH1, are essential to control 

the parasite replication during the acute phase of the infection. The cytokines IFN-γ, IL-

12, and TNF-α strengthen the activation of innate and adaptive effector immune 

responses, resulting in more efficient killing of the parasite and a strong inflammatory 

response in several tissues where parasites replicate (32). It is now appreciated that 

proinflammatory cytokine production is a “double-edged sword” while enhancing 

intracellular parasite killing it may also contribute to damage of the host tissue including 

the heart, resulting in acute myocarditis and chronic cardiomyopathy (33). On the other 

hand, the cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β counterregulate the inflammatory process, 

indirectly favoring parasite persistence within infected host cells because they are 

potent inhibitors of nitric oxide (NO) production and other IFN-α- and IL-12-mediated 

cell activation processes that are important for the killing of the parasite. The extent of 

this regulation seems to be crucial for the final outcome of the illness, since patients with 

both clinical forms express inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines, the 

predominance of an inflammatory environment is observed in cardiac patients, whereas 
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an anti-inflammatory environment is predominantly observed in indeterminate patients 

(28, 32).  

 

1.4. Aim 
 
The chronic infection caused by some intracellular protozoa such as Toxoplasma,  

Leishmania, and Plasmodium,  have been associated with an “exhaustion status” of 

effector T cells induced by the parasite to avoid the adaptive immune response and its 

clearance (34). Previous studies have demonstrated that T. cruzi is able to modulate the 

expression levels of immune checkpoints such us CTLA-4, PD-1 and PD-L2 during the 

experimental infection (32, 35, 36). However, many of these observations were collected 

from ex vivo trials where the infection models employed different parasite and mice 

strains with arbitrary results. In this work, the role of PD-1: PD-L1/PD-L2 inhibitory 

pathway in the resistance to the Trypanosoma cruzi Tulahuen infection, was evaluated.  

The kinetic of expression of this immune checkpoint and co-expression the others were 

assayed to unveil a potential strategy of the parasite that would be facilitate the chronic 

phase progression. Additionally, immune response was evaluated under the context of 

gene depletion (knockout) and blockade assays by monoclonal antibodies for these 

molecules in an infection model using C57BL/6J female mice to establish potential 

intervention points (e.g., immunosuppressive cytokines induction) for the develop a 

combined therapeutic vaccine against chronic infection.    
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2.  Materials 
 
 
 
2.1. Biological material 

 
2.1.1. Cell lines 

 
Tab. 1:  List of utilized cell lines 
 

Cell lines Origin 
Hg 39 (86Hg39) BNI, Hamburg 
Trypanosoma cruzi Tulahuen (T. cruzi Th) BNI, Hamburg 

 
 

2.1.2. Laboratory animals 
 
Tab. 2:  List of utilized mouse strains 
 

Mice Origin Abbreviation used in the thesis 
C57BL/6J BNI, Hamburg wt 
C57BL/6J PD-L1-/- BNI, Hamburg PD-L1 KO 

 
 
 

2.2. Material for cell biology 
 

2.2.1. Reagents for cell biology 
 
Tab. 3:  Reagents for cell biology 
 

Reagent Manufacter Information 
RPMI 1640 (without L-glutamine) PAN BIOTECH Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium 

DMEM (without L-glutamine) PAN BIOTECH Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

FCS PAN BIOTECH Fetal Calf Serum 

DPBS PAN BIOTECH Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline 

L-glutamine PAN BIOTECH 200 mM 

Sodium pyruvate GIBCO 100 mM 

Gentamicin sulfate PAA 10 mg/mL 

GM-CSF BNITM, Hamburg Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor 

Trypsin-EDTA Capricorn Scientific (0.05%) in DPBS (1X) 

Trypan blue solution SIGMA 0.4% liquid 

Fc-Block BNITM, Hamburg  

PMA SIGMA Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate 

Ionomycin SIGMA Ionomycin calcium salt form S. conglobatus 

Monensin BioLegend Monensin solution 1000X 

Foxp3/Transcription factor 
staining buffer set (Cat. N° 00-
5523-00) 

eBioscience Permeabilization buffer 10X 
Fixation/Permeabilization (concentrate) 
eBioscienceTM Fixation/Perm (diluent) 

 
 

2.2.2. Antibodies and fluorescent dyes 
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Tab. 4:  Antibodies and fluorescent dyes 
 

Mouse 
antigen 

Fluorochrome Clone Manufacter 

CD3 
CD3 
CD4 
CD8 
CD19 
CD19 
CD11b 
CD11c 
CD11c 
CD44 
CD160 
IFN-gamma 
TNF-alpha 
Granzyme B 
IL-10 
Ly6C 
Ly6G 
PD-1 
PD-L1  
PD-L2  
LAG-3  
TIM-3  
2B4  
NK1.1  

AF 488 or PerCP/Cy5.5 or PEeFluor 610 
PE/Cy7 
V500 
V450 
APC 
AF700 
V450 
PE 
PECy7 
AF700 or PECy7 
APC or PerCP/Cy5.5 
AF488 
APC or PE 
PEeFluor 610 
AF700 
AF488 
PerCP/Cy5.5 
PE or PE/Cy7 
APC 
PE 
PerCP/Cy5.5 
APC 
PE/Cy7 
FITC 

145-2C11 
17A2 
RM4-5 
53-6.7 
6D5 
1D3 
M1/70 (RUO) 
HL3 (RUO) 
N418 
IM7 
7H1 
XMG1.2 
MP6-XT22 
NGZB 
JESS-16E3 
HK1.4 
1A8 
RMP1-30 
10F.9G2 
TY25 
C9B7W 
RMT3-23 
m2B4 B6 458.1 
PK136 

BioLegend or Invitrogen 
BioLegend 
BD Bioscience 
eBioscience 
BioLegend 
BD Bioscience 
BD Bioscience 
BD Bioscience 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend or eBioscience 
eBioscience 
eBioscience 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BioLegend 
BD Pharmingen 

 
 

2.2.3. Buffers and cell culture media for cell biology 
 
Tab. 5:  Buffers and cell culture media for cell biology  
 

Solutions Ingredients 
Complete RPMI 1640 medium 500 ml RPMI 1640 

50 mL FCS 
5 mL L-glutamine (200 mM) 
2,5 mL Gentamicin (10 mg/mL) 

BM-DCs medium 400 mL DMEM High Glucose with 25 mM Hepes 
50 mL FCS 
50 mL GM-CSF 
5 mL L-glutamin (200 mM) 
2,5 mL Gentamicin (10 mg/mL) 

Erythrocyte lysis buffer 0,1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7,5) 
0,16 M ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) 

FACS-Buffer 1% FCS 
0,1% sodium azide (NaN3) in PBS1111 

 
 

2.2.4. Kits for cell biology 
 
Tab. 6:  Kits for cell biology 
 

Kit Manufacter 
LEGENDplexTM Cat. N° 740005 BioLegend 
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2.3. Materials for antibody blocking 
 

Tab. 7:  Antibodies for blocking assays 
 

Antibody Clone Manufacter 
LEAFTM Purified Rat IgG2a, k Isotype Ctrl RTK2758 Biolegend 
Ultra-LEAFTTM Purified anti-mouse CD279 (PD-1) RMP1-14 Biolegend 
LEAFTM Purified anti-mouse CD366 (TIM-3) RMT3-23 Biolegend 

 
 
 

2.4. Materials for molecular biology 
 
Tab. 8:  Oligonucleotide primer 
 

Primer Sequence 5’ → 3’ 
Tc 121F AAATAATGTACGGGKGAGATGCATGA 
Tc 121R GGTTCGATTGGGGTTGGTGTAATATA 
GAPDH-F GTCGGTGTGAACGGATTTGG 
GAPDH-R TTCCCATTCTCGGCCTTGAC 

 
 

2.4.1. Kits for molecular biology 
 
Tab. 9:  Kits for molecular biology 
 

Kit Manufacter 
QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Cat. N° 51306) QIAGEN 
Quantitect SYBR Green PCR Kit (Cat. N° 204143) QIAGEN 
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3.  Methods 
 
 
 

3.1. Cell biology 
 

3.1.1. Cultivation of adherent cells 
 
In sterile conditions, Hg 39 cells were suspended in complete RPMI 1640 medium and 

seed in a 45 mm3 of culture flasks. Afterwards, cells were cultured for three days at 37°C 

and 95% CO2 until obtain a confluent monolayer. In order to detach the cells from the 

flask’s bottom, 500 μL of Trypsin-EDTA were given to the cells for 5 min at 37 °C. 

Afterwards, cells were washed twice with 5 mL of complete RPMI 1640, centrifuged at 

1200 rpm, 5 min at 4 °C. Finally, cells were suspended in a 105 cells to replicate in a new 

culture flasks. Cell counting was determined by diluting cell concentration 1:10 in 

Trypan blue solution and using a Neubauer chamber (0.100mm) under a microscope at 

low magnification. 

 

3.1.2. Generation of bone-marrow derived dendritic cells (BM-DCs) 

 

C57BL/6J and PD-L1 KO mice were euthanized and hind legs were removed at height of 

the hip. In sterile conditions, muscles were completely removed, femur bones were 

dissected and sterilized with 70% ethanol. With a syringe containing BM-DCs medium, 

the bone marrow washed out into a dish with sterile media and centrifuged at 1200 rpm 

for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet incubated with 

erythrocyte lysis buffer for 5 min at RT. The lysis was stopped with addition of new 

media and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. Mouse bone marrow were 

differentiate into dendritic cells for incubation with BM-DCs medium. 3 x 106 cells were 

cultured in 8 mL of BM-DCs medium in a petri dish at 37°C and 9% CO2. At day three and 

six after bone marrow isolation, 8 mL of BM-DCs medium were added additionally to the 

culture. At day seven, BM-DCs were fully differentiated and used for further 

experiments. 

 
3.1.3. Isolation of spleen cells 
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For the isolation of murine splenic cells mice were euthanized and the spleens were 

dissected in sterile conditions and collected in 5 mL sterile complete RPMI 1640 

medium on ice bath. The spleens were mashed through a 70-μm-pore-size cell strainer 

with the stamp of a sterile 5 mL syringe and rinsed with 10 mL sterile DPBS into a 15 mL 

Falcon tubes and subsequently centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min at 4 °C. The 

supernatant was discarded and the cells were suspended in 5 mL erythrocyte lysis 

buffer for 5 min at RT. The lysis was stopped with the addition of 5 mL complete RPMI 

1640 medium. Afterwards the cells were centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min at 4 °C. After 

discarding the supernatant the cells were suspended in 10 mL sterile complete RPMI 

1640 medium and passed through a 40-μm-pore-size cell filter. Finally, the cell number 

was determined and the exact cell concentration was adjusted.  

 
3.1.4. Flow cytometry 

 
Cells were prepared for FACS analysis by suspending 3 x 106 cells for surface and 

intracellular staining. For intracellular staining, cells were cultured in 96-U-shape-well 

plates and stimulated with 50 ng/mL PMA and 500 ng/mL Ionomycin for six hours at 37 

°C and 5 % CO2, and 2 μM Monensin was added during the last 5 hours of culture. Cells 

were washed twice with cold DPBS (1500 rpm, 5 min and 4 °C), and stained with 

antibodies directed against surface antigens diluted in 15 μL of Fc-block for 30 min at 

4°C. In the next step, the cells were fixed and permeabilized in accordance to the 

manufacturer’s protocol of the Foxp3 / Transcription factor staining buffer set. Briefly, 

after surface staining, cells were washed twice with cold DPBS and fixed with 100 μL 

fixation buffer for 30 min at RT. Afterwards, cells were washed twice with 

permeabilization buffer and stained with fluorescently labelled anti-cytokine antibodies 

diluted in 15 μL of permeabilization buffer for 30 min at RT. After incubation, cells were 

washed twice with permeabilization buffer and suspended in 200 μL of FACS buffer for 

fluorescence measure on a BD FACSDiva TM flow cytometer (BD, Biosciences, 

Heidelberg). FMO controls were used for compensations and gating.   

 
3.1.5. Cytometric beads assay-LEGENDplexTM 

 
Cytokine profile was determined using the LEGENDplexTM Mouse Th Cytokine Panel (13-

plex). Serum samples were processed following the manufacturer’s instructions, 
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afterwards the samples were measure with the Accuri C6 cytometer (Accuri Cytometer 

Inc., Ann Arbor). 

3.2. Experimental infection model 
 
Seven-to eight-week old C57BL/6J female mice were infected by intraperitoneal (i.p.) 

inoculation of 2 x 103 bloodstream trypomastigotes of T. cruzi Tulahuen strain diluted in 

200 μL of DPBS. Parasites were obtained from C57BL/6J male mice (two-week old) in 

which were maintained with periodic passages every 15 days. Control mice received 200 

μL of DPBS alone. In order to monitor infection progression in the infected mice, 2 μL of 

blood samples were taken from tale vein puncture in several time points, diluted 1:20 in 

erythrocyte lyse buffer to remove red blood cells, and incubated for 5 min at RT. Parasite 

counting was realized using a Nuebauer chamber (0.02 mm).  Previously to blood 

collection, body weight was collected. 

 
 

3.3. In vivo blocking assays 
 
For PD-1 blockade, anti PD-1 mAb was administered in 0.2 mg doses, via i.p. puncture in 

200 μL of DPBS per mouse on day 0 and day 7 post-infection. Control mice were 

administered the same quantities of rat IgG2a isotype control at the same time points as 

the blocking mAbs. Parasitemia and body weight data were collected since day 7 every 3 

days until sacrifice.   

For blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3, 0.2 mg of each antibody were used in 200 μL of DPBS. 

Control group received 0.2 mg of rat IgG2a isotype control. The treatment followed the 

same scheme of injection employed in single antibody blockade. 

 
 

3.4. Molecular biology 
 

3.4.1. Organ sampling 
 
On the day 24-28 (early chronic phase) mice were sacrificed and 25 mg heart, liver, 

skeletal muscle and 10 mg spleen were harvested, rinsed in DPBS, to avoid 

contamination with blood parasites. Samples were stored in liquid nitrogen until DNA 

isolation. 

 
3.4.2. Isolation of DNA 
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Frozen tissue samples were thawed, equilibrate to RT (15-25°C) and immediately 

mechanically disrupted and homogenized. The tissue suspension was incubated 

overnight at 56°C with lysis buffer and Proteinase K from QIAamp DNA Mini Kit and 

DNA isolation was performed according to manufacturer specifications. 

 
3.4.3. Quantification of DNA 

 
Concentrations of DNA were determined using a NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer 

(PeqLab/Thermo Scientific). 

 
3.4.4. Standards for qPCR 

 
The standards were generated by spiking tissue homogenates from naive mice to which 

105 cell cultured T. cruzi trypomastigotes were added. DNA was isolated as mentioned 

above and serially diluted with 25 μg/mL DNA isolated from unspiked naive mice tissue. 

The 10-fold dilution series contained DNA from 105 to 10-2 parasites, equivalents per 50 

ng of total DNA. A standard curve was generated from these standards, in triplicate 

reactions, to determinate parasitic load in the organs from infected mice. 

 
3.4.5. Quantitative Real Time PCR (qRT-PCR) 

 
Real-time PCR were prepared using the QuantiTec SYBR Green PCR Kit and run on a 

Rotor Gene (R Corbett Research). Primers target the minicircle variable region from 

kDNA and amplify a 330 bp fragment. The amount of T. cruzi from kinetoplast DNA 

(kDNA) was quantified in relation to the mouse-GAPDH housekeeping gene.  Samples 

were analyzed by duplicates. The following reaction mixture was chosen:  

 
Master mix Volume/reaction 

QuantiTect SYBR Green (2X) 
Primer F+R (1/20), 0,25 μM 
Template DNA (50ng) 
dd H2O 

10 μL 
 2 μL 
 2 μL 
 6 μL 

 
 
The following PCR program was chosen for the performance of the kDNA specific qRT-

PCR: 

 

Steps T [°C] Time [sec] 
Initial melting 
5 repeats: 

95 
94 

900 
60 
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40 repeats: 
                     Denaturation 
                     Primer annealing 
                     Elongation 
                       
Final denaturation 
Melting curve analysis from 62°C to 95°C 

68 
72 
 
94 
64 
72 
 
72 

60 
60 
 
45 
45 
45 
 
600 

 
The identity of the PCR products was controlled by analysis of the melting curve at the 

end of the amplification. Each PCR contained two no template controls (no DNA added to 

the reaction), one standard sample (105 T. cruzi) in order to adjust the intra-reaction 

variation and each DNA was quantified in duplicate. 

Duplicate values for each DNA sample were averaged (geometric mean) and parasite 

equivalent load was calculated automatically by plotting the Ct value against each 

standard of known concentration and calculation of the linear regression line of this 

curve. To normalize the amount of DNA, GAPDH was used to correct the initial sample 

mount. Murine GADPH and Tc121F/121R amplification have the same efficiency. 

 
 

3.5. Statistical analysis 
 
Statistical significances were analyzed using GraphPad Prism 5 software. The statistical 

test used is described in each figure legend. 

The flow cytometry analysis was made with the FlowJo Software, version 10 (BD, 

Biosciences). 
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4.  Results 
 
 
 

4.1. Evaluation of PD-L1 expression on Trypanosoma cruzi     
          Tulahuen strain in vitro infection model 

 
The PD-1/PD-L axis has been shown to be involved in the maintenance of peripheral 

tolerance (16, 37). Ligands are expressed on tumor cells and cells being infected by 

different pathogens as a mechanism to escape from immune response leading to 

sustained immunosuppression and chronic condition (9).  

To evaluate whether these molecules might be involved in the establishment of chronic 

infection by Trypanosoma cruzi Tulahuen (T. cruzi Th) strain, PD-L1 expression was 

evaluated in vitro. Dendritic cells were differentiated from bone marrow-derived cells 

isolated from C57BL/6J (wt) and PD-L1-deficient (PD-L1 KO) mice and co-incubated 

with T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes for 6 hours. 72 hours after co-incubation, PD-L1 

expression was evaluated by flow cytometry (Fig. 5). Dendritic cells isolated from PD-L1 

KO mice were included as internal control of PD-L1 expression (data not shown). 

 

 

Fig. 5:  Scheme of T. cruzi Th strain infection of mouse bone marrow-derived dendritic cells 
(BM-DCs). Bone marrow cells were isolated from mouse femur and cultured in presence of GM-CSF 
to develop into dendritic cells. BM-DCs were co-incubated with T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes at a MOI 
1:1. Six hours later, parasites were washed away, fresh media was added and incubation was 
continued at 37°C.  PD-L1 expression was evaluated after 72 hours by flow cytometry. 
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For the analysis of dendritic cells, anti-CD11c and anti-CD86 staining were included (Fig. 

6a). Results showed increased PD-L1 expression on BM-DCs infected with T. cruzi Th 

trypomastigotes compared to non-infected cells during in vitro infection (Fig. 6b and 6c). 

 

a) 

 

 
 
b) 

 
Fig. 6:  Expression of PD-L1 on BM-DCs infected with T. cruzi Th strain in vitro. a) Flow 
cytometry gating strategy for dendritic cells. b) Gating strategy for identifying T. cruzi Th infected 
dendritic cells. Polyclonal T. cruzi Th antiserum was employed to define the infected dendritic cell 
population for FACS staining. c) Histogram shows the MFI of PD-L1 expression on infected and non-
infected dendritic cells. FMO staining control is showed in light blue to identify and gate PD-L1- cells 
population. 

 
 
 

4.2. Development of mouse model of experimental T. cruzi Th    
          strain infection 
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To evaluate in vivo the role of the PD-1/PD-L pathway during the infection by T. cruzi Th 

strain, an experimental model using C57BL/6J (wt) female mice, a susceptible strain, 

was established. Parameters as parasitemia and body weight were evaluated to 

establish the progress of the infection, defining the times points where the acute and 

early chronic phase take place and the effect of the infection on the physical condition of 

the mice. A final dose of infection corresponding to 2000 trypomastigotes of T. cruzi Th 

was established in basis to previous observations where higher dose resulted lethal in a 

short period of time. Several time points were evaluated starting with the day 7 post-

infection where some mice started to exhibit trypomastigotes in peripheral blood (Fig. 

7a). Results showed the T. cruzi Th inoculation led to an acute infection characterized by 

high levels of parasitemia which peaked between 13-19 days post-infection and then 

declined at day 22 (early of chronic phase). Moreover, a significant decrease in the body 

weight was observed in infected mice in comparison to naive mice (Fig. 7b).    

 

a) 

 

 

 

b) 
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Fig. 7:  T. cruzi Th experimental infection using an in vivo model. a) Scheme of infection. Two 
months wt female mice were inoculated with 2 x 103 T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes by i.p. puncture and 
parameters as parasitemia and body weight were evaluated in several time points. Mice injected with 
DPBS were employed as naive control group. Spleen and serum samples were collected for 
subsequent evaluations. b) Parasitemia and body weight curves following the experimental infection. 
Parasitemia (T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes/mL) was evaluated in peripheral blood by collecting 2 μL of 
blood from tale vein. Data are representative of three independent experiments. Values are given as 
means; error bars indicate standard errors of the means (SEM). The statistical differences of the body 
weight are calculated with Two-way ANOVA. (nnaive = 9; nTc. Th=15). 

 
 
 

4.3. Modulation of PD-1, PD-L1 and PD-L2 expression during T.  
          cruzi Th infection in vivo 

 
Expression of PD-1 and its ligands was evaluated in vivo in a mouse model of 

experimental T. cruzi Th infection previous established. Spleen cells from infected and 

naive mice were collected at different time points after infection (7, 10, 15 and 22 dpi). 

Due to the PD-L1 expression observed on DCs in vitro, PD-1 expression was evaluated on 

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells during the progress of the infection in vivo by flow cytometry. 

Results showed that PD-1 expression was strongly upregulated on CD4+ in contrast to 

CD8+ T cells (Fig. 8a) with a high peak at day 15 post-infection in comparison to naive 

mice (Fig. 8b). Although notable PD-1 expression were observed on CD8+ T cells, 

frequencies were lower than on CD4+ T cells, however a slight difference was observed 

respect to naive mice (Fig 8b). 
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a) 

 

 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 8:  Time course of PD-1 expression on spleen T cells from wt mice infected with T. cruzi Th 
strain. a) Flow cytometry gating strategy for CD4+, CD8+ T cells and PD-1+ cells. Dot plots show PD-1 
expression on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells at day 15 post-infection. b) Time course experiment showing 
expression of PD-1 on T cells. Square below shows the number of mice evaluated in each time point. 
Values are given as means; error bars indicate standard errors of the means (SEM). Asterisks denote 
P values of <0.05 by Two-way ANOVA compared to naive values. P<0.001***. 
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PD-1 expression was also evaluated on other immune cell populations involved in the 

innate and adaptive immune response to T. cruzi infection. For the analysis, anti-CD3 

staining was included (Fig. 9a). Results showed that PD-1 expression at day 18 (acute 

phase) and 24 (early chronic phase) post-infection was not significantly increased on 

CD19+CD3- (B cells), CD11c+CD11b- (DCs), Ly6G-Ly6C+CD11b+ (monocytes/macropha-

ges) and, NK1.1+CD3- (NK cells) during the progress of the infection, however PD-1 

expression was significantly upregulated on NK1.1+CD3+ (NK T cells) at day 24 post-

infection (Fig. 9b).  

 

a) 
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                                      18 dpi.                                                                   24 dpi. 
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Fig. 9:  Expression of PD-1 on spleen cells from wt mice infected with T. cruzi Th strain. Spleen 
cells were isolated from infected and naive mice at day 18 and 24 post-infection and the expression 
of PD-1 was evaluated in several subsets of cells by flow cytometry. a) Gating strategy to identify 
immune cells populations. b) Expression of PD-1 on CD19+CD3- (B cells), CD11c+CD11b- (DCs), Ly6G-

Ly6C+CD11b+ (monocytes/macrophages), on NK1.1+CD3+ (NK T cells) and NK1.1+CD3- (NK cells). 
Data are a compilation of two independent experiments (nnaive =3-4; nTc. Th=7). Data from expression 
of PD-1 on NK1.1+CD3+ (NK T cells) and NK1.1+CD3- (NK cells) at day 18 post-infection are 
corresponding to one experiment (nnaive =1; nTc. Th=3). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and 
individual values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test 
(unpaired, two tailed). Asterisk denotes P value of <0.05. P<0.05*; ns (not significant).  

 
 

The expression of the PD-1 ligands, PD-L1 and PD-L2, were also evaluated. Results 

showed different expression patterns at critical time points (18 and 24 dpi). PD-L1 

expression was also upregulated on spleen T cells, CD19+CD3- (B cells), CD11c+CD11b- 

(DCs) and, Ly6G-Ly6C+CD11b+ (monocytes/macrophages) at both time points evaluated 

(Fig. 10a). Interestingly, results showed a trend, but not a significant increase of PD-L2 

expression on CD11c+CD11b- (DCs), however, PD-L2 expression was upregulated on 

Ly6G-Ly6C+CD11b+ (monocytes/macrophages) that was statistically significant at day 

24 post-infection (Fig. 10b). 
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                                      18 dpi.                                                                    24 dpi. 

       

Fig. 10:  Expression of PD-L1 and PD-L2 on spleen cells from wt mice infected with T. cruzi Th 
strain. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive mice at day 18 and 24 post-infection and 
the expression of PD-L1 and PD-L2 was evaluated in several subsets of cells by flow cytometry. a) 
Expression of PD-L1 on CD3+ T cells, CD19+CD3- (B cells), CD11c+CD11b- (DCs) and, Ly6G-

Ly6C+CD11b+ (monocytes/macropha-ges). Data shown are corresponding to one experiment (nnaive 
=1; nTc. Th=2-3). b) Expression of PD-L2 on CD11c+CD11b- (DCs) and, Ly6G-Ly6C+CD11b+ 
(monocytes/macrophages). Data are a compilation of two independent experiments (nnaive =3-4; nTc. 

Th=7). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. The statistical 
significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisk denotes P value 
of <0.05. P<0.05*; ns (not significant). 

 
 
 

4.4. PD-1/PD-L axis and its effects in the adaptive immune   
          response against T. cruzi Th infection 

 
Due to T. cruzi Th infection induced an increased PD-1 expression on T cells, the next 

step was evaluate whether induction affects the effector function of these cells. The 

expression of proinflammatory cytokines (IFN-γ and TNF-α) was evaluated ex vivo after 

PMA/Ionomycin stimulation. Surprisingly, results showed that IFN-γ was upregulated 

on CD4+ and a trend to increase was observed on CD8+ T cells that express PD-1 (Fig. 
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11a), whereas that TNF-α was upregulated on CD4+ and downregulated on CD8+ T cells 

that express PD-1 during the progress of the infection (Fig. 11b).   

 

a) 

 

 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 11:  Time course of cytokine production on PD-1+ T cells during the course of the T. cruzi 
Th infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt mice in different time points of 
the infection and analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. 
Monensin was present throughout the stimulation. a) Expression of IFN-γ and b) TNF-α by PD-1+ 
cells in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Values are given as means; error bars indicate standard errors of the 
means (SEM). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05 by Two-way ANOVA compared to non-infected 
values. P<0.05*; P<0.001***. 
 

 
 

4.5. T. cruzi Th infection in PD-L1 knockout mice 
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PD-L1 is the major ligand of PD-1 and upon ligation on T cells different functions such as 

proliferation, cytokine production and cytotoxicity are compromised. To evaluate the 

effect of interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling during the T. cruzi Th infection, wt and 

PD-L1 KO mice were infected with 2000 T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes. Control groups 

received DPBS by i.p. puncture (Fig. 12a). Results showed that interruption of this 

pathway through the PD-L1 deficiency did not reduce parasitemia neither improved 

resistance to the infection compared to infected wt mice (Fig. 12b). It is worth noting to 

despite of an increased parasitemia observed in PD-L1 KO mice compared to wt mice 

(Fig. 12b), no physical deterioration neither significant body weight loss were observed 

in this group when compared to the infected wt mice. Although the increased 

parasitemia observed in these mice, their avidity, reflexes and motility were conserved 

until the sacrifice whilst infected wt mice showed more lethargic and in some cases, 

body weight loss could be evident. 

 

a) 

 

 

 

b) 
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Fig. 12:  Effect of PD-L1 deficiency on parasitemia and body weight during the T. cruzi Th 
infection in vivo. Wt and PDL1 KO mice were infected with 2 x 103 T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes by i.p. 
puncture. Parasitemia and body weight were collected in different time points. Spleen, heart, liver, 
skeletal muscle and sera were collected for subsequent evaluations. a) Scheme of infection and b) 
Parasitemia and body weight curves during the course of the infection.  Data are a compilation of 
three independent experiments (nwt=15; nPDL1KO=17). Values are given as means. Error bars indicate 
standard errors of the means (SEM). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05 by Two-way ANOVA 
compared to naive values. P<0.05*; P<0.01**.  

 
 
 

4.6. Effect of PD-L1 deficiency on immune response against T.  
          cruzi Th infection in vivo 

 

To evaluate an early effect of PD-L1 deficiency in the control of infection by the adaptive 

immune response, spleen cells were collected at day 10 post-infection (acute phase) and 

T lymphocyte populations were assayed by flow cytometry. For the analysis, anti-CD44 

staining (activation marker) was included. Results showed PD-L1 deficiency did not 

induce significant differences in the frequency of activated CD4+CD44+ and CD8+CD44+ T 

cells in comparison to the infected wt mice, neither improved the expression of 

inflammatory cytokines (IFN-γ and TNF-α) (Fig. 13).  
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Fig. 13:  Effect of PD-L1 deficiency on the activation and cytokine production by spleen T cells 
from mice infected with T. cruzi Th at day 10 post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from 
infected and naive mice at day 10 post-infection, activation and cytokine expression were analyzed 
by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present 
throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two independent experiments (nwt naive=4; nPD-

L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th= 6; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=6). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual 
values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two 
tailed). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; P<0.01**; ns (not significant).  

 
 
In the subsequent repetitions, T cell responses were evaluated at day 24 (early chronic 

phase). Results showed that PD-L1 deficiency did not induce significant differences in 

the frequency of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in comparison to the infected wt mice neither 

improved the expression of inflammatory cytokines (IFN-γ and TNF-α) (Fig.  14).   
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                                                                              24 dpi. 

              

Fig. 14:  Effect of PD-L1 deficiency on the activation and cytokine production by spleen T cells 
from mice infected with T. cruzi Th at day 24 post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from 
infected and naive mice at day 24 post-infection, activation and cytokine expression were analyzed 
by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present 
throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two independent experiments (nwt naive=4; nPD-

L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th= 7; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=9). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual 
values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two 
tailed). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; P<0.01**; ns (not significant). 

 
 
To evaluate the effect of PD-L1 deficiency on the effector function of cytotoxic CD8+ T 

cells, the expression of cytolytic molecules as Granzyme B was evaluated at day 10 and 

24 post-infection and IL-10 (anti-inflammatory cytokine) involved in the pathogen 

persistence during chronic infections was also evaluated at day 24 post-infection. 

Results showed that PD-L1-deficiency did not induce an increase in the frequency of 
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activated CD8+ T cells expressing Granzyme B at both time points evaluated (Fig. 15). 

Interestingly, the expression of IL-10 was significant upregulated upon PD-L1 deficiency 

on CD8+ T cells from infected mice at 24 day post-infection in comparison to infected wt 

mice (Fig. 16).  

 

                                            10 dpi.                                                                   24 dpi. 

            

Fig. 15:  Effect of PD-L1 deficiency on the expression of Granzyme B of cytotoxic T cells during 
T. cruzi Th infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive mice at day 10 (nwt naive=4; 
nPD-L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th=6; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=6) and 24 (nwt naive=4; nPD-L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th= 7; nPD-L1KO + 

Tc. Th=9) post-infection and analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with 
PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two 
independent experiments. Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. 
The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisks 
denote P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; P<0.01**; ns (not significant). 

 

 

                                                                              24 dpi. 

             

Fig. 16:  Effect of PD-L1 deficiency on the expression of IL-10 of cytotoxic T cells at day 24 post-
infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive mice at day 24 post-infection and 
analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present 
throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two independent experiments (nwt naive=4; nPD-
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L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th= 7; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=9). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual 
values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two 
tailed). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; P<0.01**; ns (not significant). 

 
 
 

4.7. Evaluation of the ex vivo cytokine profile upon interruption   
          of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling by a cytometric beads assay 

 

To evaluate the effect of PD-L1 deficiency on the systemic inflammatory response at the 

beginning of chronic phase of infection, serum samples were collected from infected wt 

and PD-L1 KO mice at day 24 post-infection and the cytokine profile was evaluated by a 

cytometric beads assay. Results showed that PD-L1-deficiency did not improve the 

production of cytokines that promote the proliferation and effector function of immune 

cells (IL-2, IL-6 and IL-9). On the other hand, a significant decreased of IFN-γ and TNF-α 

production were observed in infected PD-L1 KO mice in comparison to infected wt mice 

(Fig. 17).  
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Fig. 17:  Serum cytokine levels in infected wt and PD-L1 KO mice at day 24 post-infection. 
Whole blood samples were collected from infected mice at day 24 post-infection (early chronic 
phase), sera were isolated and cytokine levels were determined by a cytometric beads assay. Results 
are expressed as the cytokine concentration (in pictograms/milliliter) of the pooled sera samples 
(nwt + Tc. Th= 7; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=9). 

 
 
 

4.8. Evaluation of other co-inhibitory receptors upon  
           interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling 
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Since the PD-L1-eficiency did not enhance T cell activation or improve the effector 

function of T cells, is might be the possible that other inhibitory pathway could be acting 

in a compensatory way upon interruption of PD1/PD-L1 signaling. The induction of TIM-

3 (a co-inhibitory receptor) upon interruption of PD-1/PD-L signaling has been 

described in the context of anti-melanoma therapy. The expression of TIM-3 was 

evaluated on spleen T cells at day 10 and 24 post-infection in infected wt and PD-L1 KO 

mice by flow cytometry. Results showed a gradual and significant TIM-3 expression on 

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, which was further increased on CD8+ T cells from infected PD-L1 

KO mice compared to infected wt mice (Fig. 18a). The expression of others co-inhibitory 

receptors were evaluated upon infection in PD-L1 KO mice such as LAG-3 and 2B4. 

Results showed a significant upregulation of 2B4 on CD8+ T cells from infected PD-L1 KO 

mice at day 24 post-infection in comparison to infected wt mice (Fig. 18b). 

 

a) 
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Fig. 18:  TIM-3 and 2B4 expression on spleen T cells from wt and PD-L1 KO mice at day 10 and 
24 post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive mice at day 10 and 24 post-
infection and evaluated by flow cytometry. a) TIM-3 expression on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Data are a 
compilation of two (day 10) (nwt naive=4; nPD-L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th=6; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=6) and three (day 
24) (nwt naive=7; nPD-L1KO naive=7; nwt + Tc. Th=10; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=15) independent experiments. b) 2B4 
expression on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Data shown are corresponding to one experiment (day 10) (nwt 

naive=1; nPD-L1KO naive=1; nwt + Tc. Th=3; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=3) and a compilation of two independent 
experiments (day 24) (nwt naive=4; nPD-L1KO naive=4; nwt + Tc. Th=7; nPD-L1KO + Tc. Th=9). Median (indicated by 
the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with 
the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; P<0.01**; ns 
(not significant).  

 

 
 

4.9. Effect of PD-1 blockade during the T. cruzi Th infection in   
          vivo 

 
To analyze PD-1 function during the infection in vivo, wt mice received a first dose of 

monoclonal antibody against PD-1 and at the same time with, infection with T. cruzi Th 

strain (day 0) by i.p. puncture. Seven days later, a second dose of antibodies was 

administrated. Control groups received isotype control antibody following the same 

scheme (Fig. 19a). Results showed that PD-1 blockade had not a significant impact in the 
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control of the parasitemia neither improved the resistance to the infection. No 

significant difference was observed regarding the body weight loss (Fig. 19b).  

 

a) 

 

 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 19:  Effect of PD-1 blockade on parasitemia and body weight during the T. cruzi Th 
infection in vivo. Wt mice were infected with 2 x 103 T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes (day 0) by i.p. 
puncture. Mice received two doses (0.2 mg/dose) of monoclonal antibody against PD-1 (day 0 and 
day 7) and control group, two doses (0.2 mg/dose) of isotype control antibody by i.p. puncture. 
Parasitemia and body weight were collected in different time points. Spleen, heart, liver, skeletal 
muscle and sera were collected for subsequent evaluations. a) Scheme of infection and PD-1 blockade 
strategy. b) Parasitemia and body weight curves during the course of the infection. Data shown are 
corresponding to one experiment (nwt + Isotype=4; nwt + αPD-1=3). Values are given as means. Error bars 
indicate standard errors of the means (SEM). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05 by Two-way ANOVA 
compared to non-infected values. P<0.05*. 
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T cell responses in vivo was evaluated at day 25 post-infection and, results showed that 

PD-1 blockade did not increase the T cell frequencies or improve their cytokine 

production in comparison to infected-isotype control mice (Fig. 20). On the other hand, 

the effector function of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells upon PD-1 blockade was also evaluated 

and the expression of Granzyme B was measure by flow cytometry. Results showed that 

PD-1 blockade did not induce an increase in the frequency of CD8+ T cells expressing 

Granzyme B (Fig. 21). IL-10 was also evaluated and results showed that IL-10 

expression was not upregulated on splenic CD8+ T cells from infected wt mice upon PD-1 

antibody blockade (Fig. 22).     
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Fig. 20:  Effect of PD-1 blockade on the activation and cytokine production of spleen T cells 
from wt mice infected with T. cruzi Th at day 25 post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from 
infected and naive wt mice at day 25 post-infection, activation and cytokine expression were 
analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present 
throughout the stimulation. Data shown are corresponding to one experiment (nwt + Isotype naive=2; nwt + 

αPD-1 naive=2; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=4; nwt + αPD-1 + Tc. Th=3). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and 
individual values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test 
(unpaired, two tailed). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05. P<0.01**; P<0.001***; ns (not significant).  
   

  

                                                                     25 dpi.   

            

Fig. 21:  Effect of PD-1 blockade on the expression of Granzyme B of cytotoxic T cells at day 25 
post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt mice at day 25 post-infection 
and analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was 
present throughout the stimulation. Data shown are corresponding to one experiment (nwt + Isotype 

naive=2; nwt + αPD-1 naive=2; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=4; nwt + αPD-1 + Tc. Th=3). Median (indicated by the horizontal 
line) and individual values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-
test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisk denotes P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; ns (not significant).  
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Fig. 22:  Effect of PD-1 blockade on the expression of IL-10 of cytotoxic T cells at day 25 post-
infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt mice at day 25 post-infection and 
analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present 
throughout the stimulation. Data shown corresponding to one experiment (nwt + Isotype naive=2; nwt + αPD-

1 naive=2; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=4; nwt + αPD-1 + Tc. Th=3). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and 
individual values are shown. The statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test 
(unpaired, two tailed). Asterisk denotes P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; ns (not significant). 
 
 
 

4.10. Evaluation of the ex vivo cytokine profile upon PD-1   
                   blockade by a cytometric beads assay 
 

To evaluate the effect of PD-1 blockade on the systemic inflammatory response at the 

beginning of chronic phase of infection, serum samples were collected from infected PD-

1 blockade mice and infected-isotype control mice at day 25 post-infection and the 

cytokine profile was evaluated by a cytometric beads assay. Results showed that PD-1 

blockade did not improve the production of cytokines that promote the proliferation and 

effector function of immune cells (IL-2, IL-6 and IL-9). On the other hand, the 

concentration of IFN-γ and TNF-α in the serum samples of infected PD-1 blockade mice 

were significantly lower than those in infected-isotype control mice (Fig. 23). 
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Fig. 23:  Serum cytokine levels in wt mice at day 25 post-infection upon PD-1 blockade. Whole 
blood samples were collected from infected wt mice at day 25 post-infection (early chronic phase), 
sera were isolated and cytokine levels were determined by cytometric bead assay. Results are 
expressed as the cytokine concentration (in pictograms/milliliter) of the pooled sera samples (nwt + 

Isotype + Tc. Th=4; nwt + αPD-1 + Tc. Th=3).  

 
 
TIM-3 expression was also evaluated in the context of PD-1 blockade. Surprisingly, PD-1 

blockade did not induce the upregulation of TIM-3 in both T cell subsets from infected wt 

mice (Fig. 24). 

 

                                                                              25 dpi. 

          

Fig. 24:  TIM-3 expression on spleen T cells from wt mice at day 25 post-infection upon PD-1 
blockade. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt mice at day 25 post-infection and 
TIM-3 expression was evaluated by flow cytometry. Data shown are corresponding to one 
experiment (nwt + Isotype naive=2; nwt + αPD-1 naive=2; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=4; nwt + αPD-1 + Tc. Th=3). Median 
(indicated by the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. The statistical significance was 
calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisks denote P values of <0.05. 
P<0.05*; P<0.001***; ns (not significant). 
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4.11. Effect of combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 by  
          monoclonal antibodies during the T. cruzi Th infection in   
          vivo 

 

Based on the upregulation of PD-1 and TIM-3 on T cells observed in infected wt and PD-

L1 KO mice respectively, a combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 was developed to 

analyze the potential compensatory mechanism between these pathways during the 

infection. Wt mice were treated with monoclonal antibodies against PD-1 and TIM-3 

following the same scheme as for the PD-1 blockade assay (Fig. 25a). Results showed 

that combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 had not a significant impact in the control of 

the parasitemia neither improved the resistance to the infection. No significant 

difference was observed regarding the body weight loss (Fig. 25b). 

 

 a) 

 

 

 

b) 
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Fig. 25:  Effect of combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 by antibodies on parasitemia and 
body weight during the T. cruzi Th infection in vivo. Wt mice were infected with 2 x 103 T. cruzi Th 
trypomastigotes (day 0) by i.p. puncture. Mice received two doses (0.2 mg PD-1+0.2 mg TIM-3/dose) 
of monoclonal antibodies against PD-1 and TIM-3 (day 0 and day 7) and control group, two doses of 
isotype (0.2 mg/dose) control antibody by i.p. puncture. Parasitemia and body weight were collected 
in different time points. Spleen, heart, liver, skeletal muscle and sera were collected for subsequent 
evaluations. a) Scheme of infection and combined PD-1+TIM-3 blockade strategy.  b) Parasitemia and 
body weight curves during the course of the infection. Data are a compilation of two independent 
experiments (nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=8; nwt + [αPD-1 +  αTIM-3] + Tc. Th=8). Values are given as means. Error bars 
indicate standard errors of the means (SEM). The statistical significance was calculated with Two-
way ANOVA. 

 

 

T cell responses in vivo were evaluated at day 28. Results showed that combined 

blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 did not increase the frequencies of T cells neither improved 

the inflammatory cytokine expression in these cells (Fig. 26).  
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Fig. 26:  Effect of combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 on the activation and cytokine 
production of spleen T cells from wt mice infected with T. cruzi Th at day 28 post-infection. 
Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt mice at day 28 post-infection, activation and 
cytokine expression were analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with 
PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two 
independent experiments (nwt + Isotype naive=4; nwt + [αPD-1 + αTIM-3] naive=5; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=8; nwt + [αPD-1 + 

αTIM-3] + Tc. Th=7). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. The 
statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisks 
denote P values of <0.05. P<0.05*; P<0.01**; P<0.001***; ns (not significant). 

 

 

The effector function of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells upon combined blockade of PD-1 and 

TIM-3 was evaluated and the Granzyme B and IL-10 expression were measure by flow 

cytometry. Results showed that combined blockade did not induce an increase in the 

frequency of CD8+ T cells expressing Granzyme B (Fig. 27) neither induced the IL-10 

expression on infected wt mice (Fig. 28). 
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Fig. 27:  Effect of combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 on the expression of Granzyme B of 
cytotoxic T cells at day 28 post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt 
mice at day 28 post-infection and analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with 
PMA/Ionomycin. Monensin was present throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two 
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independent experiments (nwt + Isotype naive=4; nwt + [αPD-1 + αTIM-3] naive=5; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=8; nwt + [αPD-1 + 

αTIM-3] + Tc. Th=7). Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. The 
statistical significance was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). Asterisks 
denote P values of <0.05. P<0.01**; P<0.001***; ns (not significant).  

 
 
                                                                               28 dpi. 

           

Fig. 28:  Effect of combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 on the expression of IL-10 of cytotoxic 
T cells at day 28 post-infection. Spleen cells were isolated from infected and naive wt mice at day 
28 post-infection and analyzed by flow cytometry after a 5-hour stimulation with PMA/Ionomycin. 
Monensin was present throughout the stimulation. Data are a compilation of two independent 
experiments (nwt + Isotype naive=4; nwt + [αPD-1 + αTIM-3] naive=5; nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=8; nwt + [αPD-1 + αTIM-3] + Tc. Th=7). 
Median (indicated by the horizontal line) and individual values are shown. The statistical significance 
was calculated with the student’s t-test (unpaired, two tailed). ns (not significant).  

 
 

 

4.12. Evaluation of the ex vivo cytokine profile upon combined   
          blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 by a cytometric beads assay 

 

To evaluate the effect of combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 on the systemic 

inflammatory response at the early chronic phase of the infection, serum samples were 

collected from infected combined blockade mice and infected-isotype control mice at 28 

dpi and cytokine profile was evaluated by a cytometric beads assay. Results showed 

under combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3, a trend to increase of cytokine levels in 

sera in comparison to infected-isotype control mice. Moreover, a notable increase of 

IFN-γ and TNF-α (compared to TNF-α levels registered upon PD-1 blockade) production 

were observed in mice treated with combined blockade compared to infected-isotype 

control mice (Fig. 29).  
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Fig. 29:  Serum cytokine levels of wt mice at 28 days post-infection upon combined blockade of 
PD-1 and TIM-3. Whole blood samples were collected from infected wt mice at day 28 post-infection 
(early chronic phase), sera were isolated and cytokine levels were determined by cytometric bead 
assay. Results are expressed as the cytokine concentration (in pictograms/milliliter) of the pooled 
sera samples (nwt + Isotype + Tc. Th=8; nwt + [αPD-1 + αTIM-3] + Tc. Th=7). 

 
 
 

4.13. Evaluation of interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling on the  
          parasite load analyzed by qRT-PCR 

 

To evaluate the effect of the interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling on the parasite load 

during the T. cruzi Th infection, tissues samples from spleen, liver, heart, and skeletal 

muscle corresponding to the infected PD-L1 KO, wt and, wt mice treated with antibodies 

against PD-1 and PD-1 plus TIM-3 and their respective isotype control were isolated and 

the parasite load was evaluated by qRT-PCR.   

Liver samples were selected due to the fact that T. cruzi Tulahuen is a reticulotropic 

strain with a markedly leaning to invade spleen, liver and bone marrow cells (38, 39).  

Results showed no significant differences in the parasite load between the infected mice 

where PD-1/PD-L pathway was interrupted and their corresponding controls. 

Interestingly, the parasite load exhibits a trend to be higher upon PD-L1 deficiency in 

comparison to those observed upon blockade with antibodies (Fig. 30a). It is worth 

noting a slight reduction in the parasite load in the mice treated with the combined 

blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 compared to isotype control group.   

Finally, no significant differences in the parasite load from relevant tissues, were 

observed between infected mice that received combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 
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and their respective isotype controls. However, a trend to increase of parasite load was 

observed in skeletal muscle in comparison to other tissues evaluated (Fig. 30b).  
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Fig. 30:  Effect of interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling on parasite load analyzed by qRT PCR. 
Tissues samples from spleen, liver, heart and skeletal muscle were collected from infected PD-L1 KO, 
wt and, wt mice treated with antibodies blocking (PD-1 and PD-1+TIM-3) and their respective 
isotype controls. T. cruzi-specific qRT-PCR was performed, and parasite load was calculated from a 
standard curve. a) Parasite load in liver samples and b) Comparative parasite load in different tissue 
samples after interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 signaling. Error bars indicate standard errors of the means 
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(SEM). Asterisk denotes P values of <0.05 by One-way ANOVA compared to isotype control values. 
P<0.05*; ns (not significant). 
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5.  Discussion 
 
 
 

Modulation of PD-1/PD-L pathway has been described as an escape mechanism from the 

immune response that several pathogens employ to establish a chronic infection. The 

activation of this co-inhibitory pathway inhibits T cell activation, proliferation and 

cytokine production (9, 40). The blockade of this pathway by antibodies or by gene 

deletion represents a promising alternative to improve the effector function or reverse 

the dysfunction on immune cells with the consequent of parasite burden decrease in 

different infectious disease models (9). 

 
 
5.1.  T. cruzi Tulahuen strain infection induces expression of   
                  PD-L1 on BM-DCs 

 
To test the hypothesis that  this inhibitory pathway plays a role in the resistance to the 

T. cruzi Th infection, the first step was determine if T. cruzi Tulahuen (T. cruzi Th) strain 

is able to modulate the expression of the PD-1 ligand, PD-L1, on immune cells. Although 

the PD-L1 constitutive expression has been described for dendritic cells (9, 12, 16), the 

co-incubation of T. cruzi Th trypomastigotes with BM-DCs in vitro showed that only 

infected BM-DCs exhibit an increase expression of PD-L1 in comparison to non-infected 

BM-DCs. This result suggests that T. cruzi Th infection might influence PD-L1 expression. 

However, it has been demonstrated that PD-L1 expression can be induced by 

inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IFN-α) (37, 41). Whether the cytokines produced by 

infected BM-DCs influence the increased PD-L1 expression might be contrasted for the 

absent of an increase of PD-L1 expression observed on non-infected cells in the same 

culture. To confirm this hypothesis, it would be necessary to infect BM-DCs knockout for 

these cytokines.  

 
 

5.2. Mouse model of T. cruzi Tulahuen experimental infection 
 
To evaluate in vivo the role of PD-1/PD-L pathway during the T. cruzi Th infection, a mouse 

model of T. cruzi Th infection was established. Mouse models are the most widely used 

animal models in Chagas disease research (42). C57BL/6J mice is a strain susceptible to the 
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T. cruzi infection (43) however, the mean survival time varies according to the parasite strain 

used (42). On the other hand, T. cruzi Tulahuen is considered a virulent strain with a relative 

quickly develop of acute phase followed with a high mortality that depends on the mice strain 

evaluated (39). Therefore, variable outcomes depending on the mouse and parasite strains 

used (42).  

In this study, the infection of C57BL/6J female mice with 2000 T. cruzi Th 

trypomastigotes allowed to evaluate the role of PD-1/PD-L pathway on T cells responses 

during a period of time compromising the acute phase and the beginning of the chronic 

phase. The final dose of infection was established in basis to previous observations 

where higher dose resulted lethal in a short period of time (between 7-10 days post-

infection). Parasitemia in peripheral blood was the main parameter to define the 

infection phases as described in other studies (38, 39) whilst female mice were used 

based on their less susceptibility to the infection in comparison to male mice (44). For 

the experimental T. cruzi Th infection, the intraperitoneal route was chosen, because it is 

the most commonly parasite inoculation route used, easy and generally successful (42) . 

It is worth noting that this model in comparison to similar described for T. cruzi Th 

infection did not exhibited a high mortality after the resolution of the infection. The 

significant reduction of the body weight registered at the beginning of the chronic phase 

might suggest the onset of physical deterioration previous to the death. Because the aim 

of this study was evaluate whether PD-1/ PD-L pathway plays an important role in the 

resistance to the infection, the progress of the infection was studied until the day 28. 

 
 

5.3. T. cruzi Th infection modulates the PD-1, PD-L1 and PD-L2  
           expression on immune cells in vivo 
 

The T. cruzi Th infection lead to a gradual increase of PD-1 expression on immune cells. 

The main induction was observed on T cells and surprisingly, PD-1 expression was 

significant upregulated on CD4+ T cells whereas CD8+ T cells displayed a trend, but not a 

significant increase of PD-1 expression during the progress of the infection. Opposite to 

the common perception, PD-1 can also be expressed under normal physiologic 

conditions and can be detected on normal spleen T cells at low levels, by is strongly 

induced on these cells after stimulation (19). The upregulation of PD-1 on CD4+ T cells 

might be associated with an immunoregulatory mechanism activated during the 

infection to avoid the tissue damage cause by the exacerbated inflammatory response 
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mediated for these cells (45). This argument is supported by the knowledge of a 

cytokine milieu consisting of proinflammatory mediators augment the activation of this 

inhibitory pathway (46). In addition, the main trigger of PD-1 induction, the TCR 

engagement with the epitope-loaded MHC molecule on infected cells (46), is enhanced 

by the presence of the parasite (19).   

The increased expression of PD-1 on T cells suggests an inhibition of their effector 

functions during acute phase, which might be associated with the increase parasite 

proliferation observed in this period of time. However, the downregulation of PD-1 

expression after day16 post-infection might be associate with the control of parasite 

proliferation and, in consequence, the reduction of antigen concentration that is pivotal 

for a sustained PD-1 expression (19). 

Significant PD-1 upregulation also has been observed on NK1.1+CD3+T cells (natural 

killer T cells; NKT cells) at the beginning of chronic phase. These cells as well as NK cells 

have been implicated in the control of infections and chronic inflammatory diseases 

(47). In the context of T. cruzi infection, a frequency of circulating NKT cells has been 

reported in late indeterminate clinical form of Chagas disease and their role might be the 

control of deleterious cytotoxic activity mediated by CD8+ T cells (48). The upregulation 

of PD-1 on NKT cells in this model, is in agreement with the results showed in a previous 

study on spleen cells where demonstrated that T. cruzi is able to modulate the PD-1 

expression levels (32). Moreover, it has been shown that PD-1/PD-L interaction is 

involved in the induction and maintenance of NKT cell anergy (49) and upregulation of 

PD-1 might be associated with a NKT cell dysfunction during T. cruzi Th infection as well 

as been demonstrated in Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection (32, 49). 

As it was expected, T. cruzi Th also modulated the ligands expression on immune cells in 

vivo. PD-L1 expression was upregulated on B, monocytes/macrophages and DCs. PD-L2 

expression was upregulated on monocytes/macrophages cells and a trend towards an 

increase on DCs was observed. These results confirm the findings reported during the 

infection by T. cruzi Th and Y strain in vivo and in vitro (32, 35) suggesting a role of PD-

1/PD-L pathway in the progress of the infection and focusing this study on its effects on 

T cells.  

 
 

5.4. PD-1 expression might not be associated with exhausted T  
          cell function during T. cruzi Th infection 
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Unexpected were the results obtained after the evaluation of effector functions of T cells 

during T. cruzi Th infection. Despite PD-1 upregulation observed on T cells, the 

expression of IFN-γ and TNF-α was not affected. These results might be explain by the 

existence of  different levels of PD-1 expression on T cells affecting their effector 

functions in different intensities suggesting that PD-1, by itself, is an imperfect marker of 

exhaustion (46, 50) and inclusive, it might be considered an activation marker (41, 51). 

Recently studies demonstrated during acute viral infection, PD-1 upregulation on 

cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, do not directly affect the cytokine production (51) suggesting that 

the expression of the ligands for PD-1 might critically contribute to the functional 

involvement of PD-1 signaling in the development of viral chronicity (52). In the context 

of T. cruzi infection, PD-1 expression has been associated with the “exhausted status” of 

T cells exhibited during the acute myocarditis and chronic infection (32). The results 

observed in this study, suggest that PD-1 expression on T cells during T. cruzi Th 

infection might not be associated with an “exhausted status”, at least not in the period of 

time evaluated. 

 
 

5.5. PD-L1 deficiency does not improve the resistance to the   
          infection neither T cell effector functions but increases 
          IL-10 expression by CTL at the early chronic phase 

 

Based on the increased evidence that PD-1/PD-L1 pathway mediated T cell exhaustion 

in chronic infections by parasites and in vivo blockade of PD-L1 increase T cell effector 

functions, PD-L1-deficient mice (PD-L1 KO) were infected with T. cruzi Th and the effect 

of this deficiency was evaluated.  

The results showed that PD-L1 deficiency had a significant impact in the resistance to T. 

cruzi Th infection that was markedly evident during the progress of the infection. The 

increased parasitemia exhibited in these mice in comparison to wild type suggests that 

this pathway, may be not complete, but partially, is involved in the resistance to the 

infection. On the other hand, the PD-L2 expression observed on 

monocytes/macrophages during the infection does not discard the possibility of a 

compensatory role by this ligand. The role of PD-L2 is ambiguous. In some infectious 

models, PD-L2 has an inhibitory effect on T cells by PD-1 ligation (9, 16) and in others, it 

exhibits a stimulatory effect (9, 52, 53). The results observed in this study, suggest that 

PD-L2 might be function as an inhibitory ligand favoring the T cell dysfunction and, in 
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consequence, the parasite proliferation. However, its reduced and restricted expression 

would make it unable to compensate the PD-L1 absence during the infection.  

Interestingly, PD-L1 deficiency did not increase activation neither improve the 

functional capacity of T cells during the infection by T. cruzi Th. No differences were 

observed in the activation, cytokine expression neither improvement of the effector 

function of cytotoxic CD8+ T upon PD-L1 deficiency. These results suggest that 

regulation of cytokine production by T cells and cytotoxicity during T. cruzi Th infection 

in the context of PD-L1 deficiency might be induced by mechanisms other than PD-

1/PD-L pathway. This argument might be supported by the upregulation of other 

inhibitory receptors such as TIM-3 and 2B4 observed on T cells, CD8+ T cells mainly, in 

infected PD-L1-deficient mice.    

Surpringsily, in absent of PD-L1, IL-10 expression was significant upregulated on CD8+ T 

cells. Previous studies showed that during the infection by intracellular parasites, T. 

cruzi included, IL-10 acts by down-regulating T-cell responses favoring parasite 

persistence (28, 54, 55). This result suggests relationship between both pathways, and is 

supported by reports where PD-L1 neutralization promotes the induction of IL-10 (56). 

However, studies in chronic LCMV infection and Toxoplasma showed that PD-L1 and IL-

10 are independent and act in parallel to regulate the immune response preventing 

immune mediated-tissue damage (57). On the other hand, a recent study in Toxoplasma 

infection revealed that the absence of PD-1 signaling promotes an increase in IL-10 

production by CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, which increases susceptibility to opportunistic 

infection (58). Therefore, in the context of T. cruzi Th infection, the possibility that both 

pathways could synergistically act cannot be discarded. 

The broad pattern of PD-L1 expression, points out the important role of this regulatory 

pathway in peripheral immune tolerance (16, 37, 59). The increased parasitemia and 

reduced physical deterioration exhibited by infected PD-L1-deficient mice in 

comparison to wild type mice, suggested markedly different cytokine responses 

between both groups. The measure of cytokine profile in serum showed a notably 

decrease of IFN-γ and TNF-α in infected PD-L1-deficient mice compared to wild type, 

which could explain the increased parasitemia and reduced physical deterioration 

observed in these mice. However, the limited induction of cytokines that promote the 

proliferation and effector function of immune cells upon interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 
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signaling, as showed as reported in other infectious disease models (46, 60, 61), 

suggests that other regulatory mechanisms might be acting behind.    

Finally, the possibility of a positive or negative stimulation conducted by CD80, the other 

receptor for PD-L1 on T cells, upon ligation with CD28 or CTLA-4 respectively, was 

discarded due to the absence of upregulation of this molecule during the T. cruzi Th 

infection (data no shown).      

 
 

5.6. Blockade of PD-1 by monoclonal antibodies does not  
           improve the resistance to the infection neither T cell  
           effector functions in the course of T. cruzi Th infection in  
           vivo 

 

The infection of PD-L1 deficient mice allowed to evaluate the interaction of this ligand 

with PD-1 receptor on T cells and its effect during the course of the infection. To 

evaluate the other potential interaction, PD-1/PD-L2 and its effects during the infection, 

wt mice infected with T. cruzi Th were treated with anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibodies.  

Similar to the infection of PD-L1-deficient mice, PD-1 blockade did not improve the 

resistance to the infection, activation neither functional capacity of T cells during the 

infection by T. cruzi Th in comparison to infected-isotype control mice. Additionally, PD-

1 blockade did not increase cytokine levels in sera in comparison to the infected- isotype 

control mice. The possibility that during PD-1 blockade, PD-L1 binds to B7.1 molecules 

which also inhibits T cell proliferation and cytokine regulation upon ligation (61), might 

explain the observation made in mice receiving the blockade however, the results 

obtained, similar to those reported in infected PD-L1-deficient mice, discard this 

argument.  

On the other hand, PD-1 blockade inhibits also a possible interaction of this receptor 

with its other ligand, PD-L2. Again, the results obtained, similar to those reported in 

infected PD-L1-deficient mice, further support the limited role of this ligand during the 

course of infection. 

Surprisingly, PD-1 blockade did not induce the upregulation of IL-10 on CD8+ T cells as 

observed in infected PD-L1-deficient mice. This result could be explained by the 

antibody administration. The doses and frequency of administration may not be 

sufficient to block PD-1/PD-L1 interactions during the infection and in consequence, the 

complete inhibition of PD-1 signaling could not be reached. The first dose was 
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administrated at the beginning of the infection (day 0) and was bolstered with a second 

dose at the 7 days post-infection. There is the possibility that during the period of time 

between the second dose and sacrifice day (18 days after), the effect of the antibodies 

had decrease.  

In the context of cancer therapy, blockade of PD-1/PD-L1 pathway with anti-PD-1 

monoclonal antibodies, has shown to be efficacious in a number of cancer types, 

including melanoma, renal cell carcinoma, bladder cancer, hematologic malignancies 

and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, the majority of patients still fail to 

benefit from this treatment, identifying the upregulation of TIM-3 with adaptive 

resistance to PD-1 blockade (18, 62, 63). This observation in addition to the 

upregulation of TIM-3 on CD8+ T cells from infected PD-L1-deficient mice, suggest that 

upon T. cruzi Th infection, a compensatory signaling through TIM-3/Gal 9 pathway 

might be sustain the dysfunction of T cells in response to PD-1 blockade. Therefore, the 

absence of upregulation of TIM-3 upon PD-1 blockade, could be explained by the mode 

of antibody administration confirming the observations reported during the therapeutic 

PD-1 blockade in cancer: TIM-3 positivity is significantly correlated with the duration of 

PD-1 blocking treatment (62). 

 
 

5.7.  Combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 does not improve  
            the resistance to the infection neither T cell effector  
            functions in the course of T. cruzi Th infection in vivo 

 

Due to the upregulation of PD-1 during the course of T. cruzi Th infection and the 

upregulation of TIM-3 upon PD-L1 deficiency, a combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 

pathways using monoclonal antibodies was evaluated in infected wt mice with T. cruzi 

Th.  

Results showed that combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3, did not improve the 

resistance to the infection, activation neither the functional capacity of T cells during the 

infection by T. cruzi Th in comparison to infected-isotype control mice. However, the 

combined blockade in infected mice displayed a trend, but not a significant increase of 

Granzyme B and IL-10 suggesting a partial improvement in the T cell responses. 

Moreover, a trend to an increase of cytokines levels in sera from infected combined 

blockade mice, suggests a partial improvement of cytokine production at systemic level. 

These results could be supported by previous studies in cancer and chronic viral 
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infections where the combined targeting of the PD-1 and TIM-3 signaling pathways was 

highly effective in restoring anti-tumor or anti-virus immunity in comparison to 

individual treatment (63-65).  

It is worth noting that the cytokines measure in sera samples reflects not only the 

production by immune cells but also non-immune cells under normal or disease 

conditions. The increased cytokines observed in mice that received combined blockade 

might be produced by peripheral blood lymphocytes that include T cells.    

Common γ-chain (γc) cytokines, including IL-2, IL-4, IL-9 and IL-21 regulate cellular 

responses, such as proliferation, differentiation, and survival. Previous study during HIV 

infection, showed that in vitro stimulation of γc cytokines mediates the induction of TIM-

3 and PD-1 expression patterns on T cells and simultaneous blockade of both pathways 

synergistically restores T-cell secretion on IFN-γ or IL-2 (11). The slightly increased of 

these cytokines in sera from infected treated mice might suggests an attempt to 

overcome the blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3, and the increased IFN-γ levels, an effect of 

simultaneous blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3 induced by these cytokines on T cells.  

 
 

5.8. PD-1/PD-L1 pathway plays a role in the resistance to T.  
          cruzi Th infection 

 
The increased parasitemia observed during the course of the infection upon interruption 

of PD-1/PD-L1 pathway (gene deletion or antibody blockade), suggests a significant role 

of this inhibitory pathway in the control of the parasite proliferation.   

T. cruzi Th is a reticulotropic strain (38, 39) and it is expected to observe, after the 

immune response mounting by the host, remaining parasites in tissues as spleen, liver, 

and bone marrow cells. Upon PD-L1 deficiency, liver samples exhibited a trend but not 

significant increase of parasite load in comparison to those observed upon blockade 

with antibodies. These results suggest that gene deletion results to be more efficient 

than blockade with antibodies to evaluate the real impact of interruption of PD-1/PD-L1 

signaling during T. cruzi Th infection. The parasite persistence could be associated with 

the reduced serum levels of IFN-γ and TNF-α observed upon PD-L1 deficiency. This 

result might be in agreement with a recent work in T. cruzi Sylvio X10/4 chronic 

infection where showed that blocking PD-1/PD-L1 interaction with monoclonal 

antibodies did not reduce the parasite load in heart, associating the parasite persistence 

with a failure of blockade treatment to increase IFN-γ and TNF-α production by 
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infiltrating T cells (40). However a potential role of other inhibitory pathways e.g., TIM-3 

induced upon PD-L1 deficiency, might not be discard as showed the slightly trend to 

parasite load reduction in mice that receive combined blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3. 

Furthermore, the regulatory effect of IL-10, produced upon PD-L1 deficiency, might be 

sustaining the dysfunction of local T cells and favoring the parasite persistence.                 

Unexpected were the results of parasite load in different tissues upon combined 

blockade of PD-1 and TIM-3. The increase serum level of IFN-γ and slightly increase of 

TNF-α suggested the possibility of a significant reduction of parasite load in tissues as 

spleen and liver especially. The results showed no differences in the parasite load 

between the mice that received combined blockade and isotype control antibodies. 

These results suggest the existence of other factors (induction of other inhibitory 

pathways, production of regulatory cytokines) involved to higher degree in the 

resistance to T. cruzi Th infection. These factors might also induce changes in the surface 

antigens of the parasite altering its tropism as a mechanism to avoid the immune 

response and establish the chronic infection. This assumption might explain the 

increase parasite load observed in skeletal muscle in comparison to other tissues 

evaluated.    

Taking all these results together, the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway has surprisingly a 

protective role. The effects of blocking PD-1 might not be very pronounced but to 

some degree impair the control of parasite proliferation and resistance to T. cruzi Th 

infection and exert this role through the induction of other regulatory mechanism 

such as activation of other immune-checkpoints or production of regulatory 

cytokines. However the present results argue for a limited use of PD-1 blockade 

strategies in clinical settings. 
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6.  Abstract 
 
 
 
The protozoa parasite Trypanosoma cruzi is the etiological agent of Chagas disease or 

human American trypanosomiasis. Establish life-long infections which are often 

asymptomatic or associated with digestive or cardiac alterations that can lead to death. 

Preliminary studies have shown that during chronic parasitic infections, Ag-specific T 

cells become dysfunctional, upregulate the expression of inhibitory receptors, involving 

these regulatory pathways in the control of the infection. Recent studies have shown 

that T. cruzi modulates the expression of these receptors on lymphocytes after the 

infection. In this study we evaluate the role of PD-1/PD-L inhibitory pathway during the 

experimental infection by T. cruzi Tulahuen strain in an infection model using C57BL/6J 

female mice, focusing on the effects of a blockade of this pathway as a potential strategy 

to design future therapeutic approaches for Chagas disease. Unexpectedly, experimental 

infection of PD-L1 knockout mice exhibited an increased parasitemia in comparison to 

wild type mice suggesting that PD-L1 deficiency is not associated with a reduced 

parasitemia neither improve resistance to infection. No difference in the frequency of 

activated T cells or other immune cells populations were observed in infected PD-L1 

knockout mice in comparison to infected wild type mice. Upon PD-L1 deficiency, no 

significant difference were observed in the T cell responses (IFN-γ production) or 

cytotoxic function (Granzyme B expression) in comparison to infected wild type mice.    

Strikingly, PD-L1 deficiency induced the expression of IL-10 on CD8+ T cells and 

upregulation of other inhibitory receptors such as TIM-3 and 2B4. Results from blockade 

assay using monoclonal antibodies against the PD-1 receptor and combined blockade 

against PD-1 and TIM-3 confirmed the effect of the interruption of this pathway on the 

parasitemia and resistance to infection observed in infected PD-L1 KO mice. These 

results demonstrate that this inhibitory pathway might play an important role in the 

control of parasite proliferation and resistance of T. cruzi Tulahuen infection. Its 

interruption favors a pronounced exhaustion stage of immune cells through the 

induction of other regulatory mechanisms limiting its application in a clinical context. 
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7.  Zusammenfassung 
 
 
 
Der protozoe Parasit Trypanosoma cruzi ist der verantwortliche Erreger der Chagas 

Krankheit, auch bekannt als Amerikanische Trypanosomiasis. Diese führt zu einer 

lebenslangen Infektion, welche oftmals asymptomatisch verläuft oder auch zu einer 

Verdauungs- oder Herzstörung, bis hin zum Tode führt. Vorversuche haben gezeigt, dass 

während einer chronischen parasitären Infektion Ag-spezifische T Zellen dysfunktionell 

werden und die Expression von blockierenden Rezeptoren, welche an den regulierenden 

Signalwegen zur Kontrolle einer Infektion beteiligt sind, hoch reguliert wird. Neue 

Studien haben gezeigt, dass T. cruzi die Expression dieser Rezeptoren in Lymphozyten 

nach der Infektion moduliert. In dieser Studie untersuchen wir die Funktion von PD-

1/PD-L inhibitorischen Signalwegen während einer experimentellen Infektion von 

weiblichen C57BL/6J Mäusen mit dem Stamm T. cruzi Tulahuen, mit dem Fokus auf der 

Blockierung dieses Signalweges als mögliche Strategie für zukünftige Therapieansätze 

zur Behandlung der Chagas Krankheit. Unerwarteterweise zeigten experimentell 

infizierte PD-L1 knockout Mäuse im Verlgeich zu wildtyp Mäusen eine erhöhte 

Parasitenlast, was daraufhin deuted, dass das Blockieren von PD-L1 weder mit einer 

verringerten Parasitenlast zu assoziieren ist, noch die Resistenz gegenüber der Infektion 

verbessert. Es wurden keine Unterschiede in der Häufigkeit von aktivierten T-Zellen 

oder anderen Immunzell-Populationen in infizierten PD-L1 knockout Mäusen im 

Vergleich zu wildtyp Mäusen beobachtet. Das Fehlen von PD-L1 in knockout Mäusen 

zeigte im Vergleich zu infizierten wildtyp Mäusen keine signifikanten Unterschiede, 

weder in der T-Zell Antwort (IFN- γ Produktion), noch bei zytotoxischen Funktionen 

(Granzyme B Expression). 

Auffallenderweise induzierte das Fehlen von PD-L1 eine erhöhte Expression von IL-10 

auf CD8+ T-Zellen, sowie von anderen blockierenden Rezeptoren wie TIM-3 and 2B4. 

Experimentelle Ergebnisse von Blockierungs-Assays, bei welchen spezifische Antikörper 

gegen den PD-1 Rezeptor und kombinierte Blockierungen gegen PD-1 und TIM-3 

verwendet wurden, bestätigten den Effekt der Unterbrechung dieses Signalweges auf 

die Parasitenlast und die Resistenz gegenüber Infektionen, welche in infizierten PD-L1 

knockout Mäusen beobachtet wurden. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen, dass dieser 
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inhibitorische Signalweg möglicherweise eine wichtige Rolle in der Kontrolle der 

Parasitenproliferation und gegenüber der Resistenz einer T. cruzi Tulahuen Infektion 

spielt. Seine Unterbrechung fördert einen ausgeprägten Erschöpfungszustand der 

Immunzellen, welcher auf die Induktion von anderen regulatorischen Mechanismen 

zurück zu führen ist, was somit dessen Anwendbarkeit im klinischen Bereich limitiert.  
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